
PolyLift, a biopolymer that helps make 

the skin supple and firm ,and a special c

are set helps both skin wrinkles and 

elasticity make adenosine both active and 

elastic.

Amazing wrinkle improvement effect of Gouneolgul wrinkle eraser

 Wrinkle improvement functional KFDA certification

A skin revitalizing awakens the skin cells that which is inactive. 

Dermatological science promotes elasticity. It is an innovative skin

rejuvenation treatment of adenosine which helps to improve the 

wrinkles and elasticity of the skin. It restores the natural vitality of 

the skin. It is a special care line that specializes in anti-aging care.

It is formulated with pure natural amino acid moisturizing ingredient

-betaine, and hyaluronic acid to normalize the moisture balance of 

the skin oil and moist contents protects the skin with moisturizing 

effect.

Gouneolgul  Wrinkle Eraser 

Essence & Eye Cream Special Care Set

Gouneolgul  Wrinkle Eraser 

Essence & Eye Cream Special Care Set

LIFTING EFFECT

 

주름지우개



The polylift - obtained from Sweet Almond, a biopolymer 

material, creates a three-dimensional elastic network on

 the surface of the skin, giving a slight softness to the 

surface of the skin, so that an immediate lifting effect can 

be obtained.

Adenosine, which is a natural elastic component that is synthesized in the body and regulates 

the metabolism of the skin, is added to improve skin wrinkles caused by aging to make skin 

smooth and healthy

Quick wrinkle prevention effect & Quick tensor effect of poly lift.

Sweet Almond Protein Biopolymers.

As Botox injected, it does not paralyze the muscles  for a 

certain period of time by making the nerve toxins disappear. 

It is made of natural botanical ingredients. The active 

ingredient is a botox that is quickly absorbed into the skin and 

absorbed quickly to improve the wrinkles of the skin.absorbed quickly to improve the wrinkles of the skin.

Product Concept

Three-dimensional elastic network on skin surface - Poly lift

Mechanism of tensor film activity 

Stable wrinkle improving component adenosine
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*Tensor effect evaluation of 4% concentration 

poly lift through facial skin duplication analysis 

( Research Participants: 17 people )



Product Components

Polyrolift and adenosine make dry and rough 

skin elasticity. Hyaluronic acid and Betaine 

which is a synonym of natural amino acid 

moisturizing ingredient. it is a functional elasticity 

essence with a smooth texture that smoothly 

manages the entire face.

How to use:  After applying skin or emulsion, apply gently to 

the entire face (once use: pumping twice)

How to use: After applying the essence, 

apply to the eyes as much as pea-sized 

before applying the cream. 

If you use it at night, you can see the 

double effect.

Polylift - a biopolymer material, and adenosine, 

which is effective in improving skin wrinkles, help the 

skin elasticity to make the deep wrinkles of the eye 

elastic and smooth, and allantoin and hyaluronic acid 

help the tiredness of eye area.

Gouneolgul Wrinkle eraser essence 50ml

      Gouneolgul wrinkle eye cream 15g


